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In 2002, the Coppermine River was nominated
as a Canadian Heritage River. The Coppermine
is the first Heritage River flowing into the Arctic
Ocean. It is a river that has and continues to inspire
explorers and economic adventurers seeking to
understand the landscapes, cultures, and minerals
of the watershed. More than that, it is a river with a
rich and continuous history for the Dene and Inuit
cultures and their ancestors, and still today is a
source of subsistence hunting, fishing, and water for
the community of Kugluktuk at its mouth.
As John Franklin remarked on his search for the
famed Northwest Passage, it is a river undoubtedly
changed only by the passage of time; and easily
worthy of designation as a Canadian Heritage River.
This Management Plan for the Coppermine River
in Nunavut is the designation document submitted
to the Canadian Heritage Rivers Board to fulfill
the requirements for designation as a Canadian
Heritage River. The plan was coordinated by the
Kugluktuk Hunters and Trappers Organization and
the Kitikmeot Inuit Association in keeping with the
Nunavut Land Claims Agreement. It involved the
combined efforts of residents of Kugluktuk, local
elders and youth, Nunavut Parks & Special Places
staff, and Industry.
Their interest and participation is the testimony
and commitment that will ensure the Coppermine
River is forever cared for in a way that befits its
designation as a Canadian Heritage River.

Olayuk Akesuk
Minister, Department of Environment
May 5, 2008

2002mi, Kugluktup Kugaa tikkuaqtauhimayuq
ilitturiyaupluni Kanatami Pitkuhiitirut Kugaa.
Kugluktuk hivulliutiriyaa Pitkuhiitirut Kuukkamik
aullaqtipluni Imakyuamun. Kuukkaungguyuq
piqaqghuni piqaraangginnarghunilu pitjutiutjutivaqtuq
aullaqattayuqtunik unggahiqtuliarghutik
maniliungnahuangnitirut qinnirghiayiit
ilitturiupmapluritlu nunanggit, pitkuhiit, uyaralianggitlu
imangmin. Amiraitqiaqaqtuqlu, kuuraungguyuq
maniqtutaqaqpiarghuni piqaraangginnarghunilu
pitkuhiinggit Aallait Inuit pitkuhiinggitlu
hivunighainggitlu, huli hatja uplumi
angguniaqviuvaqtuq, iqalliqiviuvaqtuq,
imaqtuutiriyauyuqlu huli kuukkaup panggani.
John Franklin uqarghimagamiuk qinighiapluni
Umiaqtarviup nangaqturvia Ukiuqtaqtumi,
kuukkaungguyuq aallanggukparungnaghiyuq
hivuatiriinnaq; pitquyauriinnaqunnarghiplunilu
Kanatami Pitkuhiitirut Kuuraq.
Una Munaqtiriyauyuq Pangnaiyaut Kugluktup
Kuukkaanut Nunavunmi tikkuaqtauhimaliqtuq
Kanatami Pitkuhiit Kuukkat Katimayiinggitanit
iniqtiriumaplugu pvikhaunmut tikkuaqtauhimayumik
Kanatami Pitkuhiitirut Kuukkaanggutirilipluni.
Taamna pangnaiyaut ihuarghaqtaat Kugluktuup
Anggunahuaqtuliriiyikkut Katimayiinggita
Kitikmeot Inuit Katimayiinggitalu ihuaqtumik
pitjutiriplutik Nunavut Nunataarngnitirut Anggirutaani.
Ilautjutivaqtuk inungnik Kugluktukmiuttanik, inirnirit,
inuulramiitlu, Nunavut Unaruirhiqviit ammalu
Aallanggayunik Piviitanut havaqtiit Havaqviitlu
Piumayaita ilautjunialu takunnarghimingman
itkuumatjutaungmanlu taamna pitjutiniangman Kugluktup
Kugaa munaqtauniaginnaraangginnangniaqtuq
naamariyauluni imaatun Kanatami Pitkuuhiit Kuugaungman.

Olayuk Akesuk
Ministauyuq, Avatiluqiyikkunnit
May 5, 2008
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Executive Summary
In 2002, the 450-kilometre section of the Coppermine River in Nunavut was nominated to the
Canadian Heritage Rivers System (CHRS) by the Minister of Heritage for its outstanding natural,
cultural and recreational features and values. Once designated, it will be the only Canadian Heritage
River to flow directly into the Arctic Ocean. In addition, the river flows through both taiga and
tundra vegetative regions, and the tree line is extended to the most northern latitude in Canada
in the shelter of its valley. It is rich in large mammal species including muskox, caribou, wolf,
wolverine and fox, as well as several raptors and northern representatives of grizzly bear and moose.

Coppermine River

Through the centuries the Inuit have hunted caribou and fished Arctic char along the Coppermine
River. The area has been visited by many well-known explorers and more recently by southern
mining companies in search of gold, diamonds and uranium. The Inuit living in the Hamlet of
Kugluktuk, located at the mouth of the river, rely on hunting, fishing and, to a lesser degree,
trapping in the Coppermine watershed for a significant part of their livelihood.
For the relatively small number of visitors to the river, the Coppermine offers a pristine
environment, rugged mountains, unparalleled hunting and fishing and, for river tourists travelling
by canoe or raft, five of the most challenging sets of rapids on any wilderness river in Canada.
Trophy-sized fish and unique wildlife are attractions for sport hunters and anglers.
The CHRS is a cooperative intergovernmental program which gives national recognition to the best
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examples of CanadaÊs river heritage. To become a fully designated river in the Canadian Heritage
Rivers System, a Management Plan for the nominated river must be tabled with the Canadian
Heritage Rivers Board, the administrators of the System.
This document is the Management Plan for the Coppermine River. It has been prepared on behalf
of the Inuit and residents of Kugluktuk, for whom the river is the foundation of their culture and
livelihood, and their source of water. The Kugluktuk Hunters and Trappers Organization played a
lead role in the plan preparation, along with the Kitikmeot Inuit Association, Hamlet of Kugluktuk,
elders and youth committees, industry representative, Kugluktuk Visitor and Heritage Centre and
the Nunavut GovernmentÊs Department of Environment (Parks and Wildlife Divisions) who, with
the CHRS, funded the development of the plan.
The Plan contains a vision, goals, objectives, and recommends management actions for conservation and
use of the heritage and recreational features and values for which the river was nominated to the CHRS.
The scope of the plan addresses the entire Nunavut part of the Coppermine River watershed. The
vision statement is one of hope for how the river will be managed for future generations, and the
goals address what needs to be achieved, who will be responsible, and what actions can be taken.
The objectives, and recommended management actions to implement them, are presented in five categories:
1. Maintain water quality and water flow.
Actions include improvements in the analysis and reporting of water quality sampling,
coordination of this with the GNWT, and in the prevention and reporting of contamination
incidents.
2. Conserve natural heritage features and values.
Actions include the continued protection of fragile wildlife populations and ecosystems, a
greater focus on tourism impacts, improved information collection and distribution, and the
establishment of Kugluk Falls Territorial Park.
3. Conserve cultural heritage features and values.
Actions include the collection and storage of cultural artifacts, especially Inuit, of information
on cultural and spiritual sites, and the enhanced protection of these artifacts and sites.
4. Enhance heritage appreciation and recreation.
Actions include the development of new information packages, particularly Inuit-based, and
collection and distribution of information for the safety and enjoyment of visitors.
5. Promote tourism and economic development.
Actions include the development of a river marketing strategy, tour packages, a visitor
registration system, and improved access to Kugluk Falls.
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Implementing the management plan does not require new legislation or regulations. Rather, it
depends on the coordination of current legislation, regulations and policies; and is in keeping with
1998 Nunavut Land Claims Agreement and an Umbrella Inuit Impact and Benefits Agreement for
Canadian Heritage Rivers in Nunavut, currently being negotiated. Moreover, the future leadership
of local agencies and organizations will be key to the successful implementation of the management
plan; this will include federal and territorial governments, Kitikmeot Inuit Association, Nunavut
Tunngavik Incorporated, Kugluktuk Hunters and Trappers Organization, Hamlet of Kugluktuk as
well as representatives of the private sector.
In addition to enabling designation of the river to the CHRS, this Plan will provide guidance to
government agencies and stakeholders, in both Nunavut and the Northwest Territories, on the future
management of the riverÊs rich heritage and values. While conserving these values, through the
profile afforded by the CHRS, it is hoped that tourism employment opportunities will be created in
the community. The Coppermine River is a treasure valued by all who have seen it and which waits
to be shared by all Canadians.
This Management Plan for the Coppermine Heritage River was developed in accordance with
the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement and the Inuit Impact and Benefit Agreement for Canadian
Heritage Rivers (IIBA) in Nunavut being negotiated between Canada and the Inuit of Nunavut,
represented by the Kitikmeot Inuit Association in the Kitikmeot Region.
This Management Plan, lead by the Kitikmeot Inuit Association, will not affect the ability of Inuit
and residents of Kugluktuk to participate in, or benefit from programs developed or agreed to
through the IIBA or otherwise. For greater certainty, the Management Plan shall not affect the
ability of the Inuit of Kitikmeot to participate in, and benefit from, the Inuit Impact and Benefit
Agreement for Canadian Heritage Rivers in Nunavut.

September Mountains
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Kugluktup Kuganot Monagitjutikhat
Havakhat Naitoliogat
Ovani 2002, Ona 450-kilometre elanta oma Kugluktuo Kugaknia Nunavtmi piyaoyuk okononga
Kanatami Otokat Kugat Tutkokniaktok (CHRS) oma Ministap Otokalikioni monagitiakpakmata,
elitkohinik ovalo holilokaakvikhani kugak tupikakvikhaokmat.. Ona tizliyaokmat, ona ataohik
Kanatami Kugak Tutkoktaohimaniaktok kugak taggiomot kugaktok. Hamalo, ona kugak taggiomot
kugaktok nunamitlo kugakvioyuk, ovalo nappaaktokaknikmitlo Kanatami kugak angiok. Ona
kugak hogaagiakpiaktok allatkiinik, umingmalik, tuktulik, amagolik, kalvilik tiggigannialik,
kilgavikakhonik kaalakakhoni kupanoakpakakhoni ovalo aghagiaktok ovalo tuktuvakakhoni.
Kangakyoak engilgaat Inuit hogaanik angoniakpaktot tigaovlotik Ikaluitlo kugami talvani
Kugluktumi. Ona nuna polaktaokataktok inuit kablonat elihimayat okoalo kablona oyagakhioktit
nalvaktaliktot gold-nik, kovvikhanik ovalo nongoyoitonik. Okoa Inuit atogiktagiyat Hamlatkot
Kugluktukmiot, kukkap mannoani, init angoniakvigiyat, ikalukhiokviatlo, ovalo nannigiaktokviatlo
ovani Kugluktukmiot nuna atogiktagiyat.
Inuit kablonat polakpagat kugak, ona Kugluktuk nunaga pinniktok, imnakakhonilo,
angoniakvioplonilo ovalo ikalukhiokviolonilo, tamna kugak inuit alliagivagat kayaktoktot, talimaik
kuklokkoktoyuk kugap elanga Kanatami. Ikaluitlo angiyut ovalo nuna hogaakalokayuktok kablonat
angoniakvigivat ikalukhiogiaktoktotlo.
Ona CHRS pikatigiiktot eloani kavat atoktainik kantamiot elihimaliktakhat nuna Kanatamot
Tutkoktokhak Kugani Elikataoloni, ova Monagitjutikhat niggoaktaokmat kugak tutkoktokhak
Kanatamionot Otokani Kugani Katimayiinot, titigalikiviat.
Hamna titigak Monagitjutikhat Opalongaiyatat Kugkuktuk Kugak. Ona kanga opalongaiyaliktat
Inuitlo okoalo inuinait Kugluktukmiot, ona kugak elihimayaoliktok elitkohikakvikhat ovalo
holilokakvikhat, ovalo emiktakvikhat. Ona Kugluktuk Angoniaktit Naniniaktoktit Meetiktit
oktokaktat kugak tutkogomaplogo opalongaiyaktat, okoalo Kitikmeot Inuit Katimayiit, Hamlatkotlo
Kugluktumi, eniknigit inulagmeet Katimayiit, oyagakhioktitlo, Kugluktumi Polaktolikiot
Otokalikiot ovalo Nunavut Kavamat Nunalikiot (Polaktakvilikiot Hogaalikiotlo) kinat, okoat
CHRS, manikhainik hanayut opalongaiyakhotik.
Ona Opalongaiyaknik ehomakaktok, hivonikhainik, atoktakhainik, ovalo monagitjutikhainik
kayagitjutikhaniklo ovalo atokvikhanik otokakaktok ovalo tupikakvilokakvikhak tutkoktaoyuk
okoat CHRS. Ona atokvikha opalongaiyaknip okaohikaktok Nunavut elaokmat Kugluktup Kugak.
Ona hivonikha ehomagivlogo okaohilik kanok kugak inuit atogiktagiyakhat kengoliptingni, ovalo
hivonikhait eniktokhat, monagitiagotikhat aolalikkat.
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Ona hivonikha, ovalo monagitjutikhat kanok eliogaktaoniaktok, ovalo talimat atokvikhait:
1. Emmak emagiktokhak ovalo kugaknialo aolahimaitomik.
Havakhatlo eliogakniaktot ehivgiogotikhait ovalo onipkakhait emmak emagiknia emik
kalogaklogo ehivgiokpagakhat, havaaginiaktat GNWT, ovalo halummaiktaililogo onipkaklogit
halumaitot kugakmot pilikata.
2. Kayagilogit otokat enitoklikot tupikkviitlo.
Havaginiaktait kayaginik nunamiotat hogaavaloit ovalo naovaknigit, ehomagilogit inuit
polaktaktot kanogilitjutivakniaktot, naonaitkotaitlo atoktot naonaikhimalogit aviktoklogit
atogakhat, ovalo eliogaklogit Kugluk Falls Territorial Park.
3. Kayagilogit pitkohikaknigit kugap elitkohiitlo.
Havagilogit ooat katitiklogit ovalo tutkoktiklogit elitkohit otokat enitoklikokakvikmit, okoat
Inuit engilgat elitkohiit toghiagotaitlo, elovikviitlo kayagiyukhat nunamiitot.
4. Okoahiit ehoakhiyummiklogit elitkohiit alliaholokakvikhatlo.
Havagilogit hanayukhat nutat nunaitkotikhat titigat makpigat, okoat Inuit-pikohiinik, ovalo
katitigilogitk tonikhakligit naonaitkotit hivoganaitomik alliagiyakhait polaktot.
5. Kabloat polakovaklogit ovalo maniliogotikhait nunap.
Havaklogit okoat hanalogit kugak alliagiyaoyukhak, polaktolikivikhak, polaktot
naonaitkotikhait, ovalo tikittominaklogo Kugluk Falls.
Eliogaklogit monagitjutikhat opalongaiyaotit nutaanik maligakagiakangitok naliak maligakhainik
kavamani. Kihime, kanok havaotikhait hajja kavamani maligakhat, atoktakhat ovalo maligat;
ovalo pihimayukhat ovani 1998 Nunavutmi Nunataagotibni Angigotini ovalo Inuit Nuait
Kanogilitaoniakoni ovalo Maniliogotikhait Angigotini Kanatami Otokanot Kugat Nunavutmi,
hajja havaotikhait aivaktaoyut. Ematotlo, kakogo aivaktot monagiyakhait ovalo katimayiit
ehoaktomik nunalikotikhait eliogaktot monagitjutikhat; hamna elakakloni kavamatokat nunatiatlo
kavamat, Kitikmeot Inuit Katimayiit, Nunavut Tunngavik Incorporated, Kugluktuk Angoniaktit
Nanigiaktoktit Katimayiit, Hamlakot Kugluktumi kinatlo elikoktot ehomagiyat.
Hamalo elaitlo nuna eliyaokmat kugak tutkoktokhat okoat CHRS, hamna Opalongaiyaota
malikniaktok kavamanit nunakaktotlo, okoa tamaita Nunavutmi Nunatiami, okoa kakogo
monagiyakhat kugak otokak allianaktok. Ona kayagiyaolonik atoktokha, okoa atokvikhait
okoat CHRS, itkaomagivlogit polaktokhat inuitlo havakvigiliklogo polaktakvik kugak.
Ona Kugluktuk Kugak alliagiyaolokaktokhak tamaini inuknigt ovalo tamainot polakvikhak
Kanatamionot ehomagiyat.
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Hamna Monagitjutikhak Opalongaiyaota omonga Kugluktuk Otokak Kugak hanayaoniaktok
tutkoklogo hanayaonia eliyuk malikhogit Nunavutmi Nunataagotit Angigotit ovalo Inuit
Kanogilitniaktot Kanatami Otokat Kugak (IIBA) ekayutit ovani Nunavutmi aivakta okoat
Kavamatokat okoalo Inuit Nunavutmi, elaoyut okoat Kitikmeot Inuit Katimayiit talvani
Kitikmeot Nunaitni.
Hamna Monagitjutikhat Opalongaiyaot, hivolikhoktat okoat Kitikmeot Inuit Katimayiit,
ehoigotilimaitok atokniaktat Inuit okoalo tahamanikmiotat Kugluktumi elaoniaktot
aivakataolotik, naliak maniliokvigilogo atokvikhak naliak angikta okoatigut IIBA naliak
havakvialo. Kihime naonaitomik, okoa Monagitjutikhat Opalongaiyaotit ehoikotilimaitok
Inuknot Kitikmeoni elaotitlogit opalongaiyaktot, okoa Inuit Kanogilitniaktot Nunangat tutkokat
Kanatami Otokat Kugat Nunavutmi.

Public Meeting
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1. Introduction and Background
1.1 Purpose and Objectives of The Canadian Heritage Rivers System
In 2002, the Coppermine River was officially nominated to the Canadian Heritage Rivers System
because of its outstanding cultural and natural heritage values, and recreational opportunities.
The Canadian Heritage Rivers System is a cooperative program established in1984 to give national
recognition to rivers which have outstanding natural or human heritage values and significant
recreational opportunities.
The System is lead by the Canadian Heritage Rivers Board, whose objectives are to ensure the
future management of rivers included in the System such that:
•

The natural and cultural heritage which they represent is conserved and interpreted.

•

The opportunities they possess for recreation and heritage appreciation are realized by residents
of and visitors to Canada.

The federal government and all provinces and territories voluntarily participate in the program
and all participants retain their traditional powers including land ownership and management.
The program does not bring new legislation to bear on rivers designated to the system and all
participating governments, residents and stakeholders retain their traditional rights, including land
and resource ownership.

Approaching Sandstone Rapids
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The Nunavut GovernmentÊs Parks and Special Places Division, Department of Environment, is the
territorial agency responsible for the Canadian Heritage Rivers program in Nunavut and works closely
with communities, Inuit and other organizations, Institutions of Public Government and other stakeholders
in its delivery. As northern rivers largely flow through federal Crown lands, the Government of Canada
has a responsibility for the program through Indian and Northern Affairs Canada and through Parks
Canada, which operates a Secretariat for the Canadian Heritage Rivers Board and provides other support
for the program. Nunavut has three designated rivers in the Canadian Heritage Rivers System program:
Thelon and Kazan Rivers in the Kivalliq Region; and the Soper River in Katannilik Park in the
Qikiqtani region. The Coppermine River will be the fourth river in Nunavut to be included. (Map 1)

1.2 Coppermine River Nomination and Designation Process
The Coppermine River was ranked in the top ten rivers in the Northwest Territories in a 1984 CHRS
systems study1. Interest in including the Coppermine River in the CHRS was expressed in the 1989
Trail and Park Development Plan, Coppermine2, when the entire river was under the jurisdiction of
the Government of Northwest Territories. The development of the Coppermine River Background
Report3 and the Coppermine River Nomination Document4 in 2001-2002 was led by the Kugluktuk
community through the Kugluktuk Angoniatit Niovikvia Ltd. of the Kugluktuk Hunters and
Trappers Organization. The nomination process was facilitated by the Government of Nunavut
through a consulting team that worked directly with the Angoniatit Niovikvia Ltd.
Using community-based knowledge focused on the natural, cultural and recreational values of
the river, the community prepared three studies with support from the Government of Canada,
the Canadian Heritage Rivers System Program and Kitikmeot Inuit Association. This information
was used to prepare the 2002 nomination document for the Nunavut section of the river which
was accepted by the Canadian Heritage Rivers System Board. The nomination was based on the
outstanding natural heritage, cultural heritage and recreational values of the 450 kilometre section
of the river in Nunavut.
Community involvement was an essential element in the process. A Heritage River office was
set up in Kugluktuk and operated over a six-month period by Angoniatit Niovikvia Ltd. whose
main responsibility was to communicate information to the community and the region through
newsletters, community radio, open houses, public meetings and focus groups. In addition,
interviews were conducted in the community by residents to obtain information on natural, cultural
and recreational values and to gain an understanding of community attitudes and interests related to
the Heritage River study.
1 W. Baker and Associates. Heritage Rivers of the Northwest Territories – a Systems Planning Study. ARC Branch, Parks
Canada, Tourism and Parks GNWT, and Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, 1984.
2 EDA Collaborative Inc. for NWT Economic Development and Tourism. 1989.
3 Laird & Associates. Coppermine River Background Report, 2001.
4 Laird & Associates. Coppermine River Nomination Document, 2001.
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The Management Planning process was initiated in 2006 and financially supported by the Government
of Nunavut, Department of Environment, Parks and Special Places Division and the Canadian Heritage
Rivers Board. The process was encouraged by the community of Kugluktuk, working in conjunction
with the Kitikmeot Inuit Association. The partnership allowed the plan to be a community-driven
process and will help to ensure that the riverÊs values are protected in light of continued mining
development in the river watershed. The development of the Management Plan responded to the spirit
of the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement, which recognizes Canadian Heritage Rivers as ÂConservation
AreasÊ (Article 9). The Nunavut Land Claims Agreement sets out obligations towards their planning
and management, through the negotiation of an Inuit Impact and Benefit Agreement (IIBA). Interest
from the community in the designation of the Coppermine River helped drive the negotiations of an
Umbrella IIBA for all Canadian Heritage Rivers in Nunavut, including the Coppermine River.
While this plan was being prepared negotiations were ongoing towards the Umbrella IIBA.

1.3 Recognition of Rights and Traditional Activities
This plan and the designation process fully recognizes and respects
traditional Inuit rights, Inuit-owned lands, Institutions of Public
Government, Inuit Organizations, management boards, and other
agencies identified in the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement, as well as
Territorial and Federal Government Department mandates. In fact, they
are key to the implementation of measures outlined in this Management
Plan. Existing landowner rights, the role of the Kitikmeot Inuit
Association in regard to Inuit-owned lands, mineral despositions, rights
of way, licenses and permits are also fully respected.
This Management Plan and the designation of the Coppermine River
to the Canadian Heritage Rivers System do not impose new legislation
Fishing on Coppermine
or regulations on use of the river or the resources within its watershed.
The Coppermine River Canadian Heritage Rivers System Management Plan is also not intended
to impede or restrict development or any activities that will occur in the watershed ă new ideas,
demands and opportunities for use and development in the watershed will and must continue to
occur. This plan is intended to demonstrate the commitment of various managing agencies and
to provide general guidance to stakeholders in maintaining the values for which the river was
nominated to the Canadian Heritage Rivers System. Its goal is to foster stewardship and a higher
duty of care in the watershed, while protecting Inuit rights and aspirations and promoting economic
opportunities for the people of Kugluktuk. It is important that the nomination values are respected
during development processes and that the river can continue its traditional role in the lives of
Kugluktuk and Nunavut residents for future generations.
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1.4 Public Participation
The Kitikmeot Inuit Association, through the Kugluktuk Hunters and Trappers Organization, was
the lead agency in preparing this plan in coordination with an advisory committee. This committee
was composed of representatives of the Kitikmeot Inuit Association, Nunavut Parks & Special
Places, the Kugluktuk Heritage and Tourism Society, the mining industry through representation
from Miramar and Diavik Diamond Mines, as well as elders and other community members. The
Committee was chaired by the Kugluktuk Hunters and Trappers Organization.
Three meetings were held by the consultants with the advisory committee in March, June and
December 2007. The Kugluktuk Hunters and Trappers Organization also held various other
meetings and discussions with elders, industry representatives, and the Kugluktuk community.
Newsletters were prepared and distributed at the public meetings and community radio broadcasts
arranged. The meetings served to provide the consultants with additional updated background
information and to confirm broad community support for the planning process and the final plan.

Public Meeting in Kugluktuk
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Map 1

Location of Coppermine River and Other Canadian Heritage Rivers
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2. Features and Values of The Coppermine River
2.1 General Character of The River
The Coppermine River is one of the last rivers in the world that remains virtually pristine
throughout its length and is the first and only Canadian Heritage River flowing directly into the
Arctic Ocean. The few man-made features found along the beautifully scenic 450 kilometre
Nunavut section of the river are those of traditional Inuit and other aboriginal peoples. It is still
sparsely used by river tourists and visiting hunters and anglers, and its upper watershed has only
recently been touched by mining or industrial development although there are extensive mineral
claims in the watershed.
Travel along the river is characterized by
extensive flat water interrupted by five large
sets of rapids and falls and numerous
currents and riffles. While todayÊs river
tourists are attracted by this profile,
throughout the year Inuit traditionally travel
within the river corridor rather than over its
waters. At the river mouth is the Hamlet of
Kugluktuk, established in the 1960Ês with a
population of 1302 in 20065.
Although it is a large river, the Coppermine
is also very fragile, being located in an Arctic
environment with a short summer of endless
days, and a corresponding period of winter
Bloody Falls
darkness and cold when the river becomes
one with the snowbound land. Wildlife and associated habitat, while varied and plentiful, are
vulnerable to potential changes in human activity and to natural events such as disease or climate
change. The Inuit of Kugluktuk have been dependent on the riverÊs abundant resources for their
livelihood for centuries and understand this vulnerability. Their strong support for the inclusion of
their river in the Canadian Heritage Rivers System is based on their desire to maintain the riverÊs
values by promoting a higher duty of care in development practices that may occur within the
watershed.

5 Statistics Canada, 2006 Census of Canada. Community Highlights for Kugluktuk.
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2.2 Nomination Features and Values
The Coppermine River was nominated to the Canadian Heritage Rivers System in 2002 for its
natural and cultural heritage values, and its recreational opportunities in keeping with the Canadian
Heritage Rivers System natural and cultural frameworks6. This plan is intended to help ensure that
these bases for the nomination are conserved and protected according to Canadian Heritage Rivers
System objectives (Section 1 above). The features are identified and located on the following Maps
2, 3 and 4. The river values are generally not site-specific but are noted on the maps and included in
the full listings in Appendix A.

2.2.1 Natural Heritage Features and Values
The Coppermine is the first Canadian Heritage River flowing into the Arctic Ocean and contains
natural features found on few other rivers in the System. Not least among these are the results of
glacial activity, notably glacial rebound and glacial lake deposits, and morphological features such
as U-shaped valleys, rounded interfluves, deltas and fans, shoreline slumping, and a wide variety
of different types of rapids and gorges. It is also one of the few rivers included in the Canadian
Heritage Rivers System that is fed by a system of upstream lakes, passes through two major
geological structural provinces, and includes an estuary.
The river brings with it the most northerly extension of boreal forest in Canada, which follows the
river valley to within 40 km of the Arctic coast ă well north of the regular limit of the tree line.
This is a rare representation of a southern Arctic ecosystem in the north which includes taiga shield
habitats with prolific shrub growth. This in turn provides a northerly extension of habitat for grizzly
bears and moose. The river environment is also visited by three different migrating caribou herds
and supports a range of raptors and large mammals. The watershed contains 21 species of fish
including the largest populations of Arctic char in Canada.

2.2.2 Cultural Heritage Features and Values
Many of the cultural heritage features and values of the Coppermine River are also found in some
form on other Canadian Heritage Rivers. However, there are several unique and outstanding
representations which merit special attention. There are ancient hunting and fishing sites of
ancestors of both the Dene and Inuit along the river, many yet to be investigated. Inuksuit and

6 A Framework for the Natural values of Canadian Heritage Rivers. 2nd Edition, Canadian Heritage Rivers System,
2001. A Cultural Framework for Canadian Heritage Rivers. 2nd Edition, Canadian Heritage Rivers System, 2001.
It should be noted that the Coppermine River nomination document used the 1998 version of these frameworks.
Classification and enumeration of features and values in this plan have been updated according to the 2001 versions.
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other spiritual sites testify to the unique Inuit lifestyle described by anthropologist Jenness7, who
documented the InuitÊs exploitation of the uniquely abundant copper found along the river valley for
tools and ornaments. The river was also visited by an extraordinary number of European explorers
A national Historic Site at Bloody Falls, now a Territorial Park Reserve, recognizes more than 4,000
years of continuous habitation by the Athabaskan, pre-Dorset, Dorset, Thule and Inuit and Dene
Cultures. This cultural „divide‰ between Inuit and Indian peoples is also recognized in the 2001
Nunavut boundary which generally follows the tree-line, the traditional dividing line between Inuit
and Dene peoples.

2.2.3 Recreational Features and Values
The Coppermine River remains a still largely undiscovered wilderness and whitewater experience
for river tourists. Over the total 850 kilometre length, wide, pristine lakes, deep river canyons, two
distinct landscapes ă taiga and tundra, and (in Nunavut) five of the most challenging sets of rapids
found in Canada, await the river tourist. Human and geological history combine with abundant
Arctic wildlife and varied plant life to provide a unique northern wilderness experience.

Raptor nesting sites

7 Jenness, Diamond, The Life of the Copper Eskimos. Ottawa, F. A. Acland, KingÊs Printer, 1922
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Caribou

Visitors to the river are able to view the
spectacular wilderness scenery and
wildlife viewing of both large
mammals and raptors. Inuit heritage is
seen in ancient archaeological and
spiritual sites, and artefacts on display
at the Kugluktuk Visitor and Heritage
Centre. For river travellers and anglers
there are 21 species of fish and the
largest population of Arctic char in
Canada. For sport hunters there are
trophy bear, wolf, muskox and caribou.

While the potential is great, measures to increase use levels are challenged by the remote location
and short summer season, and must recognize the need to maintain the riverÊs pristine character.
Popular among local residents and those not wishing to canoe the 850 kilometres from the NWT
headwaters to Kugluktuk, are 15-kilometre day trips by boat, snowmobile or ATV which can be
made at most times of the year from Kugluktuk to Kugluk/Bloody Falls Territorial Park.
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Map 2

Coppermine River - Natural Heritage Values

Biotic Environments
• Marshes between Fairy Lake and Big Bend
• Southern Arctic ecosystem
• Taiga Shield and tundra

Fluvial Landforms
• Delta at mouth and outwash fans at
upstream tributaries
• Braided channel, bars
• Slumping of clay banks
• Gorges

Physiography
Physiographic Region
• Canadian Shield - Bear Structural Province

Vegetation
• Old tree specimens –Extension of tree line
• Arctic Tundra

Hydrology
Drainage basin
• Arctic Ocean Drainage Basin
River Size
• Coppermine River stream order #1.
• Kendall River, Melville Creek, stream order #2.
Seasonal Flow Variation
• July peak flow, winter very low flow
Water Content
• Clear upstream - heavy sediment from Fairy Lake

Fauna
• Major Arctic Char population
• Diverse fish species
• caribou herds, Muskox, Moose,
grizzly bear, wolverine
• Raptors
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Map 3

Coppermine River - Human Heritage Values

Riparian Settlement
Siting of Dwellings
• Shoreline cabins
River-based Community
• Community of Kugluktuk

Culture and Recreation
Spiritual Associations
• Sacred and spiritual sites
• Burial along river

Water Transport
Commercial Transportation
• Inuit/Dene prehistoric trade using river valley
Exploration and Surveying
• British Exlporers

Resource Harvesting
Fishing
• Aboriginal prehistoric fishing
• Historic domestic fishing
Shoreline Harvesting
• Trapping
• Hunting
• Prehistoric/historic copper mining
Water Extraction
• Water extraction

Jurisdictional Use
• Cultural boundary between Inuit and
North Dene - NWT/Nunavut border
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Map 4

Coppermine River - Recreational Values

Land-based Activities
•
•
•
•
•

Camping on sandbars and beaches
Hiking at portages and tributaries
ATV and snowmobile trails
Sport hunting
Kugluk Park picnicking

Human Heritage Appreciation
•
•
•
•
•

Bloody Falls National Historic site
Kugluktuk Heritage Centre
6000 year old archaeological sites
Spiritual sites
Copper artefacts

Natural Heritage Appreciation
• Viewing of riverside
• Wildlife viewing
• Birding – raptors and migratory birds

Boating
• Outstanding whitewater (Class II to IV)
canoeing, kayaking and rafting
• Extended canoe and raft tripping from
headwaters
• Day tripping to Bloody Falls

Water-based Activities
• Shoreline angling
• Fly-in fishing camps
• Salt water swimming
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3. Management Planning Considerations

Kugluk/Bloody Falls Territorial Park

Canadian Heritage Rivers designation
offers a unique opportunity for
Kugluktuk, a relatively isolated
northern community, to raise its
territorial and national profile and, in
doing so, give itself a stronger voice in
how its river is managed in the future.
Designation is more of an opportunity
than an end in itself, and residents can
learn from the experiences of
communities on other Canadian
Heritage Rivers, and judge for
themselves how best to make use of
the status.

Formulating the Canadian Heritage Rivers System Management Plan requires consideration of
the mandate and authority of the Kitikmeot Inuit Association as the Designated Inuit Organization
in the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement, as well as the needs and rights of residents of the
community of Kugluktuk and the requirements of the Canadian Heritage Rivers System program.
Consideration must also be given to the roles, responsibilities and mandates of various Federal and
Territorial government organizations with respect to matters such as parks, wildlife, and crown land
management, as well as to Institutions of Public Government and other stakeholders.
These must be balanced by what might be achievable in a cooperative and coordinated way using
existing laws, regulations, policies and programs of the various stakeholders, industry, and agencies;
and through the encouragement of environmental stewardship.
This Management Plan in itself cannot ensure protection and cannot, and is not intended to,
prevent changes from occurring in the watershed. It represents a commitment on behalf of the
river managers signing this document and the support of all stakeholders towards enhanced river
stewardship. It aims to inspire actions which will balance traditional values with new developments,
Inuit aspirations with southern influences, and northern cultures with industrial enterprise.
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The upstream half of the Coppermine River lies within the Northwest Territories and this portion
has not been nominated to the Canadian Heritage Rivers System 8. The Diavik Diamond Mine on
Lac de Gras is located in this section of the river, as are other mineral exploration sites. Most of
the riverÊs archaeological sites which have been explored are also here, as is Yellowknife, the main
access point to the community of Kugluktuk and to the riverÊs headwaters. Different philosophies
may be held in the Northwest Territories from those of Nunavut regarding management of heritage
and recreational values of the river and potential industrial development. However, Dene elders
have shown interest in protecting the headwaters when they participated in a water drainage study
with Indian and Northern Affairs Canada9, and the Environmental Assessments for the Diavik and
Ekati Mines. They continue to be involved in the environmental monitoring in this area. Canadian
Heritage Rivers System designation can provide a forum for discussion of these inter-jurisdictional issues.

Kugluk/Bloody Falls Territorial Park

As part of a plan review process, the Canadian Heritage Rivers System requires annual monitoring
of the riverÊs designation values, and a full report on their condition every ten years. Management
Plans may also be reviewed over time and where exceptional changes occur in river values or their
management needs, changes can be made.
8 This has occurred on several other Canadian Heritage Rivers, the Clearwater, South Nahanni, Yukon, and Tatshenshini.
While not an ideal situation, the designation of one section of a river can lead to designation of others, as in the case of
the Alberta section of the Clearwater River.
9 Indian and Northern Affairs, Lac de Gras Drainage Basin Study, June 1998
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3.1 Water Quality and Water Flow
A key natural integrity guideline of the Canadian Heritage Rivers System is the maintenance of
the water quality and flow. The quality of water in the Coppermine River watershed is vitally
important to the residents of Kugluktuk, not only as it is their main source of drinking water, which
is withdrawn at the townsite and at upstream cabins, but also for the health of fish stocks, notably
Arctic Char and whitefish, on which residents depend.
There are several general threats to the quality of the river water which this plan considers:
•

Increased mineral and industrial development. For example, the Diavik diamond mine on
Lac de Gras is a possible source of chemical contaminants such as ammonia from the use of
explosives, turbidity from disturbance of the streambed and banks, acid rock drainage, and
other chemicals which could leach out of holding ponds and into the water table.

•

Changes in environmental conditions. Recent melting of permafrost, perhaps due to climatic
warming, has led to erosion of river banks and increased turbidity throughout the length of the
river, and to localized occurrences of increased salinity.

•

Careless waste disposal. There is anecdotal evidence of garbage and offal being disposed of in
the river, possibly from river tourists and mineral exploration activities.

•

Incomplete exploration site cleanup. Of 120 known exploration sites in the watershed,
Environment Canada has noted that only half have been cleaned up. For the other sites, and for
future such sites, there remains a risk of contamination of streams from garbage deterioration
and, for example, fuel cache leakages.
Water samples have been taken in the past several years, but analysis of the samples has been
delayed and results have not been report to the community of Kugluktuk. Ammonia levels are
known to be in excess of allowable Canadian Council of Resource Environment Ministers 10
guidelines at the Diavik mine site, but to date no satisfactory remedial measures have been
suggested to reduce these levels.

Water flow throughout the watershed is unhindered by any type of impoundment although some
self-contained dams have been built within Lac De Gras at the Diavik diamond mine. In the 1960Ês,
the Coppermine River and some of its tributaries were considered as one of several northern
rivers to have hydroelectric-generating potential. This possibility has recently been reconsidered.
The community is very clearly opposed to any such development in the watershed. While this
Management Plan cannot in itself be used to prevent hydro development, including in-stream and
„run-of-river‰ developments, such changes would have to ensure that no Canadian Heritage Rivers
System nomination values are significantly compromised.
10 Canadian Council of Resource Environment Ministers, Task Force on Water Quality Guidelines, Water Quality
Guidelines, March 1987
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3.2 Integrity of Natural Heritage Features and Values
Both residents and visitors alike treasure the wilderness
experience that travelling the Coppermine River evokes, by
water or on adjacent trails, or over snow and ice. To maintain
this increasingly rare quality, and the integrity of the natural
features and values for which the river was nominated, its
uniqueness and fragility need to be recognized by stakeholders,
including residents, youth, visitors and industry.
Management intervention to repair damage to natural integrity
may not be possible, and prevention of further potential
problems the only feasible approach. For example, the diseases
in char, caribou and muskox that are appearing may be the
result of water-born contaminants and pathogens, possibly
emanating from outside the territory. Unless diseased animals
can be cured, preventative measures to minimize water contamination may be the only feasible approach.
Reporting of spills is required under the Spill Contingency Planning and Reporting Regulations
of the Environmental Protection Act. Owners of storage facilities are required to file plans for
reporting, cleaning up and disposing of contaminants. The release of contaminants from small
facilities, as well as small unpredictable events and individualsÊ disposal of garbage and waste, are
not included under these regulations.
Because of the remoteness of the river, maintaining information on the condition of tourist sites
and their operations is essential to monitoring potential threats to natural and cultural integrity
and recreational values. Industry, government agencies and other stakeholders have a role to play
in addressing existing and possible future issues such as wildlife harassment, noise, air pollution,
habitat change, introduction of exotic species and diseases, or game species depletion11.
Not all potential changes to heritage and recreational values are the result of human activity in the
watershed. There are two naturally occurring events that may have long-term impact of the riverÊs
natural integrity in the foreseeable future:
•

Isostatic rebound. At the mouth of the river this has resulted in reduced depth of water,
uplifting of river banks, silting, and changes to the intertidal ecosystem. It is likely to continue
gradually over future generations;

11 A 2005 amendment to the NWT Fisheries regulations which continue to apply to Nunavut reduced the allowable
Arctic char catch on the Coppermine River from two to one per person per day.
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•

Climate change. A global phenomenon is being detected through anecdotal accounts of changes
in water temperature, new fish species and changes to the sizes of fish populations, tree line
movement, and variable ice conditions in Coronation Gulf. As mentioned above, it may also be
leading to permafrost melting, causing slumping of river banks, and in some places releasing
salt from underlying permafrost into tributaries and lakes, causing localized high levels of salinity.

3.3 Integrity of Cultural Heritage Values and Features
The residents of Kugluktuk have indicated that
designation of the river to the Canadian Heritage
Rivers System should not bring major changes
to their traditional use of the Coppermine
watershed and its many resources. Notably this
includes hunting for caribou, muskox and bear,
trapping of fur-bearing mammals, and fishing
for char, whitefish, and seals at the mouth of the
Guide Aime Ahegona at Bloody Falls

river and other species. It is important for Inuit residents to ensure that opportunities will always
exist for youth of the community to learn and practice traditional ways and, where possible, to make
a living through using them. Through this plan, it is intended that the designation will help to
maintain the present way of life by ensuring that Kugluktuk residents have control over future
changes and more opportunities to achieve their goals for the watershed.
The Inuit of Kugluktuk live in harmony with their environment, neighbours and visitors. To ensure
that this continues, the plan recognizes Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit (IQ), the traditional Inuit lifestyle,
and possible cross-cultural issues as they may exist or occur in the future.
Archaeological and historical sites need to be recognized and protected. Disused HudsonÊs Bay
Company buildings and the site of the Anglican Church in Kugluktuk currently have no designation
or protection. There is also concern that archaeological sites may be damaged by uninformed
visitors and tourists, or that eskers, where many sites are located, may be used for road construction,
thereby damaging or destroying the sites12.

12

As outlined in a Heritage Resource Impact Assessment undertaken by Tahera Diamond Inc. the owner of the
Jericho Mine.
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3.4 Heritage Appreciation and Recreation
The natural and cultural heritage of the Coppermine
River is extensive but not broadly known and sometimes
not recognized even within the community of Kugluktuk
itself. Canadian Heritage Rivers System designation
provides an opportunity for the dissemination of
information on the river to a larger market and for
residents and visitors to gain a greater understanding of
the riverÊs values and features in a national context.
On-site heritage interpretation of the river is presently
limited to the small Kugluktuk Visitor and Heritage
Centre (KVHC) and interpretive signage in, and brochures
for Kugluk/Bloody Falls Territorial Park. Recently
re-opened, the KVHC attempts to portray Inuit culture
and displays and sells local arts and crafts. Off-site, a
web-site set up in 2007 by the KVHC allows electronic
access to information on the community and local attractions, including Kugluk/Bloody Falls
Territorial Park promoting. The Nunavut Parks website also includes information on the
Coppermine River and Kugluk/Bloody Falls Territorial Park. Nunavut Parks has also recently
completed development of ÂeditorialsÊ for its parks and special places including the Coppermine
River, and promotes the river in its marketing and promotions materials.
Rafters and canoeists fly from Yellownknife to start their guided or unguided trip down the river.
They may be dropped of anywhere, such as a headwater lake, or Big Bend, which is a favourite
starting point about halfway along the river. The final destination may be Kugluk/Blood Falls
Territorial Park but most people travel all the way to Kugluktuk13. Spectacular opportunities for
camping, fishing, wildlife viewing and hiking are presented to river travellers enjoy en route.
It is estimated that 20-30 parties canoe or raft the river from its headwaters to Kugluktuk or Bloody
falls annually. Because there is no centralized registration system and many tourists do not use guides,
there is no accurate information on numbers of tourists or their patterns of use. As a result, it is not
known if any information on appropriate behaviour or safe travel reaches river tourists, increasing
the possibility of inexperienced or unprepared river travellers, improper waste disposal, wildlife
harassment, destructive fishing activities, or disturbance of cultural sites. NWT Parks and Tourism
does not maintain a registration system for fly-in rivers as it places a greater liability on government.
13 A recent feasibility study for a fixed-wing aircraft based in Kugluktuk concluded that it was not economic to
challenge YellowknifeÊs monopoly in this.
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The 15-kilometre section of the river between Kugluktuk and Bloody Falls is much more heavily
used, primarily by community residents. The falls, which is also the site of Kugluk/Bloody Falls
Territorial Park, has been a traditional Inuit hunting and fishing campsite for thousands of years. It
is accessible by boat or snowmobile depending on the season, and also now linked to the hamlet by
an ATV trail. Along this section are a number of cabins used by local residents for recreation and for
hunting and fishing related activities. Issues affecting the integrity of this semi-wilderness section of
the river include garbage disposal, wildlife disturbance and soil erosion.

Old Trappers Cabin, Coppermine River

In addition to the cabins and camps on certain upstream lakes and tributaries, the lower section of the
River is estimated to be used annually by more than one hundred recreational hunters and fishers14.
The attraction of the Coppermine watershed for these recreationists is substantial. Arctic Char is
considered by many anglers to be the best of all game fish. For hunters there are trophy musk ox and
caribou, as well as moose and grizzly bear. At issue here may be the maintenance of the size and
health of the populations of these species and regulation of this hunting.

14 Recreation and Values and Integrity of the Coppermine River, R.T Associates, Appendix E, August 2001.
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3.5 Tourism and Economic Development

Rapids at Rocky Defile

In the absence of local guides and outfitters, there is presently little
economic impact of river tourism, adventure- or eco-tourism on the
communityÊs economy. However, there may be opportunities for
Kugluktuk residents to be more involved in operations and respond to
local needs and opportunities. Heritage River designation may lead to
increased river tourism, provided that appropriate marketing and other
initiatives are pursued, and more employment opportunities may be
created in the community as a result. Increased river tourism, and
particularly the implementation of a registration system, may also have
implications for greater community search and rescue facilities, which
presently do not include a helicopter and rely on boats and ATVs.

Of more economic significance in terms of spending patterns are the sport fishers and hunters, who
generally spend more within the local economy than river tourists. Several Inuit guides have worked
with a well known outfitter in the community as a source of income.
It is important to residents of Kugluktuk that designation of the Coppermine River not only raise
awareness of the natural and cultural values of the river and recognize the need for those values to
be maintained. It is also important that designation leads to opportunities for developments in the
tourism industry and related employment, without affecting job creation in the mining industry
within the watershed. This Management Plan therefore recognizes the need to balance the
requirements of the Canadian Heritage Rivers System for environmental stewardship, the rights and
needs of Kugluktuk Inuit and residents alike, and the potential for employment from increased
tourism and industrial development in the watershed.

Supper on the Coppermine
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4. Management Goals and Objectives
Management Plans for Canadian Heritage Rivers are a requirement to enable formal designation of
a nominated river to the System. As a „designation document‰ the Coppermine River Management
Plan is intended to:
1. Identify a river management area that will ensure the future integrity of the riverÊs nomination
values;
2. Set out management objectives, strategic directions and recommend actions for the riverÊs
conservation and management consistent with community objectives and the CHRS;
3. Demonstrate the commitment of the governments of Nunavut and Canada, residents of
Kugluktuk, Nunavummiut and river stakeholders to fulfill CHRS objectives for the riverÊs
nomination values.

4.1 Coppermine River Management Area
Residents of Kugluktuk did not want to simply define a management corridor as any arbitrary
delimitation, such as a 100 foot buffer corridor from each shoreline15, as it would not include many
of the features and values of the river which are part of the riverÊs nomination. A corridor would
also not maintain the integrity of key ecosystems or wildlife habitat, or the wilderness touring
experience.
For these reasons, the CHRS management area for the Coppermine River is defined as the entire
watershed of the river within Nunavut, a length of about 450 kilometres. The watershed in Nunavut
comprises approximately 20,000 square kilometres, or about 40% of the entire watershedÊs 50,000
square kilometre total. Of particular importance within the watershed are two tributaries:
•

The Kendall River, a route of caribou migrations and used for exploration and traditional
contact to the south, joins the Coppermine at a popular sport fishing and hunting location.

•

Melville Creek, which flows from important fishing lakes through part of the Bluenose East
caribou herd migration.

15 The Nunavut Land Claim Agreement recognizes public access to a strip of land 100 feet on either side of navigable
rivers, including on Inuit owned lands.
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Map 5

Coppermine Heritage River Management Area
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4.2 Coppermine River Vision and Management Goal
The goal of this Coppermine River Management Plan is to provide direction and guidance for the
community of Kugluktuk, the Governments of Nunavut and Canada, and all stakeholders in the
cooperative application of existing laws, regulations, and policies, and to encourage environmental
stewardship to value, promote and maintain the outstanding values of the Coppermine River
watershed for which it was nominated to the Canadian Heritage Rivers System. It will be a tool to
achieve the following vision:

As a Canadian Heritage River the Coppermine is valued
for its pristine water, rare aesthetic, wilderness, heritage
and recreational characteristics, and its watershed is
being maintained in the most natural condition possible
for traditional Inuit activities and for its enjoyment by
Kugluktuk residents and visitors.

Public Meeting
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5. Management Objectives and Recommended Actions
The following management objectives are intended to reflect the feelings and aspirations of
Kugluktuk residents and other stakeholders, and to be compatible with Canadian Heritage Rivers
System requirements for Management Plans. They describe generally what is needed to maintain
the values for which the river was nominated to the CHRS and how to meet the needs of residents
and stakeholders in relation to these values.
Canadian Heritage River status itself will help in achieving these objectives, through the learning
experiences of agencies and communities involved in the management of other existing Canadian
Heritage Rivers in Nunavut and throughout Canada. The Canadian Heritage Rivers System may
also act in a coordinating role with other jurisdictions, such as the Government of the Northwest
Territories, to help maintain the integrity of the natural and cultural heritage within the entire
river system and to coordinate management of future conservation, tourism and use in the entire
watershed.
To reach toward the vision for the Coppermine River, and in the shorter term to achieve the
management goals and objectives, certain specific actions could take place within the existing
framework of government agencies and stakeholders and their policies and regulations. These are
described below following the objectives for each of five main areas for achieving the vision and
goals. Implementation of these actions will be pursued by signatories of this plan and on a voluntary
basis by other stakeholders and agencies identified in Section 6 below.

5.1 Maintain Water Quality and Water Flow
Maintaining the integrity of the riverÊs water is fundamental to the well-being of the community
of Kugluktuk and the future of the riverÊs status in the Canadian Heritage Rivers System. The
status of the river requires a Âhigher duty of careÊ which should in itself provide an incentive for
closer monitoring and the prevention of contamination, by industry, managing agencies and river
stakeholders.

OBJECTIVES:
•
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There is a need for more frequent and more widespread sampling and analysis in various locations
in the watershed, in both Nunavut and the Northwest Territories, to compare with baseline levels
and for monitoring of changes, particularly in proximity to mine sites and abandoned exploration
sites. There is also a need for the results of this sampling and analysis to be communicated to
community representatives and river managers on an ongoing basis by dependable laboratories.
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•

The recent appearance of exotic fish species, lung disease in muskox, and possible disease in
caribou, are signs that closer monitoring of wildlife is needed. Healthy and stable populations
of caribou, char and other game species are a priority that can be helped with enhanced
information collection from all available sources.

•

Proposals to exploit hydroelectric potential of the main stream or tributaries, which have been
recently resurrected, are opposed within the community. Depending on the type and potential
impact of any proposals16, if ever implemented, they could result in reassessment of the riverÊs
natural integrity and its suitability for inclusion in the Canadian Heritage Rivers System.

ACTIONS:
•

Coordination of water quality monitoring in the watershed will be encouraged between the
Governments of Nunavut and the Northwest Territories, and among Nunavut government
agencies, Kitikmeot Inuit Association, Institutes of Public Government, and industry.

•

The timely analysis and reporting of water samples taken from the watershed to community
representatives and river managers will be improved.

•

River managers will seek additional funds to those which are presently allocated by Indian and
Northern Affairs Canada and Environment Canada for water quality monitoring to enable more
frequent sampling and analysis in more locations within the watershed, and include pathogens.

•

Government and industry will be encouraged to explore the feasibility of establishing a regional
water quality monitoring laboratory in Kugluktuk.

•

Stakeholders including Kugluktuk residents, river tourists, and private industry will be
encouraged to report observations and events which may reflect compromised water quality,
such as diseased wildlife, or which could directly influence water quality, such as garbage and
offal disposal.

•

Steps will be taken to work toward the clean-up of contaminated exploration sites in the
watershed. Investigation of alternative energy sources, notably wind power, will be encouraged
not only for Kugluktuk, but also for mineral development and exploration sites in the
watershed.

16

No CHRS guidelines exist on the suitability of micro-hydro or other in-stream forms of power generation.
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5.2 Conserve Natural Heritage Features and Values
In addition to maintaining water quality, it is necessary to conserve the natural heritage values and
features for which the river was nominated.

OBJECTIVES:
•

A priority management objective is for maintenance of the water- and land-based features,
wilderness values, vegetation, and the protection of wildlife habitat and populations through
existing programs and legislation. Kugluk/Bloody Falls Territorial Park should be formally
established and, if deemed feasible and desirable, expanded to protect other important sites
throughout the watershed where appropriate.

Copper deposit found along Coppermine River
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•

In order that the traditional lifestyle of Kugluktuk Inuit is maintained, the sustainable harvesting
of wildlife, which has been part of this tradition for centuries, should continue and the health
and size of wildlife populations monitored. Monitoring of caribou migrations and the status of
other fish and wildlife populations should be continued with emphasis on species listed by the
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) as species of concern.

•

While river tourism should be promoted, it should be combined with improved monitoring and
education of tourists. In addition, specific locations along the river may need to be recognized as
having potential for overuse, either because of their fragility, for example as calving areas and
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fish spawning sites, or because of their popularity, for example portages, ATV and hiking routes.
These sites should be considered for protection through appropriate legislative means including
the Territorial Parks Act, and other tools. Visitors to the river should be informed of the fragility
of the ecosystems in the river watershed, particularly fragile sites and species, and encouraged to
pursue no-trace camping and limit angling activities to ensure maintenance of fish stocks.
•

The occurrence of change due to natural forces such as permafrost melting, slumping, and
exotic species has been noted at some locations in the watershed. While it may not be possible
to prevent or mitigate these, they should be monitored as closely as possible.

•

Nomination of the upper portion of the Coppermine River, within the Northwest Territories,
should be encouraged and steps taken to meet with the Government of the Northwest Territories
to initiate studies.

tundra wildflowers

ACTIONS:
•

Companies operating within the watershed will be contacted and asked to voluntarily help, as
good corporate citizens, in maintaining the natural heritage features and values for which the
river was included in the Canadian Heritage Rivers System and, to provide direct assistance in
implementing this plan.
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•

Kugluk/Bloody Falls Territorial Park will be formally established through the Territorial Parks
Act, and developed in keeping with approved site and trail plans.

•

The possibility/feasibility of expanding Kugluk/Bloody Falls Territorial Park, once established,
will be investigated with a view to including sensitive, significant or vulnerable sites and habitats.

•

In keeping with Government of Nunavut legislation, once fragile sites and species are
identified, river tourists will be provided with appropriate levels of information on their
importance and fragility to discourage them from visiting or in any way disturbing them.

•

Individual site plans will be prepared on an as-needed basis for managing fragile habitats and
other important locations in the watershed. Areas will be protected where appropriate, and
supported by residents of Kugluktuk through legislative tools such as the Territorial Parks Act
where appropriate and as supported by residents of Kugluktuk.

•

Information on the status of wildlife will be systematically collected from existing sources
including industry, and outfitters in Kugluktuk and Yellowknife, with particular attention to
numbers, locations, and signs of disease.

•

Residents, river tourists, industry and outfitters will be encouraged to report sightings of
wildlife and other observations to the Hunters and Trappers Organization and a simple form
developed for this purpose.

•

No-trace camping and responsible eco-tourism will be promoted to river tourists.

•

The carrying capacity of the river for tourists will be studied with emphasis on the sustainability
of tourist angling.

•

The Canadian Heritage Rivers System Board Member representing Nunavut will approach
the Board Member representing the Government of the Northwest Territories in regard to the
possible nomination of the upper section of the Coppermine River to the Canadian Heritage
Rivers System.

5.3 Conserve Cultural Heritage Features and Values
This plan also provides guidance toward the conservation and interpretation of the cultural, or
„human heritage‰ of the Coppermine River, for which it was nominated to the Canadian Heritage
Rivers System. This includes use of the river and its watershed for traditional resource harvesting,
travel, settlement, and as a place of spiritual importance.
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OBJECTIVES:
•

Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit, Inuit heritage, culture and knowledge of the Coppermine River is
a Canadian asset which should be shared with a broad range of people through awareness,
practice and information-sharing with tourists and other visitors. Artefacts need to be collected,
oral histories and stories of elders should be recorded, and resources should be provided to
ensure that they are catalogued and safely stored. Sites of historical or spiritual significance in
the watershed should be researched and recorded. Historic sites dating from early European
exploration, including certain buildings in the community of Kugluktuk, should be conserved,
and where feasible, re-used.

•

Archaeological sites along the river and its tributaries should be located, researched, recorded and
periodically monitored. Important sites from a spiritual or archaeological standpoint should be
identified and, where appropriate, considered for protection through legislative tools, such as the
Territorial Parks Act and the Nunavut Archaeological and Palaeontological Sites Regulations.
Information on their location should be kept secure if necessary.

•

Youth in Kugluktuk need more information on traditional Inuit lifestyles and the role of the
river in shaping this and their communityÊs heritage.

Fly-in fishing lodge
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ACTIONS:
•

Private companies operating within the watershed will be contacted and asked, as good
corporate citizens, to help in researching, monitoring and protecting the cultural heritage
features and values for which the river was included in the Canadian Heritage Rivers System
and, to provide direct assistance in implementing this plan.

•

The Kugluktuk Visitor and Heritage Centre is encouraged to seek funding from Territorial and
Federal partners, the Kitikmeot Inuit Association and Industry to collect and house archives and
artefacts for display and research with advice from the Inuit Heritage Trust and the Department
of Culture Language Elders and Youth. It should also promote the sale of carvings and other
items to a broader market in keeping with related government programs such as those of the
Department of Culture, Language, Elders and Youth.

•

Residents of Kugluktuk will be encouraged to donate or sell examples of traditional tools,
clothing, provide family oral histories and stories, and other items related to their traditional
lifestyle, to the Kugluktuk Visitor and Heritage Centre.

•

Resources will be sought from government and industry for the photographic recording of the
„baseline‰ condition of all known archaeological and spiritual sites in the watershed.

•

The potential will be explored of using one of the unused HudsonÊs Bay Company buildings
as a storage facility to house artefact collections of the Kugluktuk Visitor and Heritage Centre
in keeping with related government programs and to be available for future display of and
research into Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit.

•

Information will be provided to visitors on the vulnerability of Inuit and other cultural sites to
disturbance and the need to leave them intact.

•

Key sites will be identified and monitored, and will be considered for protection through
legislation in areas where added protection is required.

•

Opportunities will be sought to provide schools with educational materials concerning the
riverÊs role in Inuit culture and to adjust school curricula appropriately.

5.4 Enhance Heritage Appreciation and Recreation
The strength of the Canadian Heritage Rivers System is in building awareness of river values.
This is equally shared by the community of Kugluktuk as a key reason behind their support for
designating the Coppermine River, as there is a concern that development is happening in their
watershed and they wish to have a ÂvoiceÊ in the processes around it. Greater public awareness of
the riverÊs natural, cultural and recreational significance can amplify this voice and help maintain
the river as the community wishes.
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OBJECTIVES:
•

There is a need to develop an interpretive information package on the riverÊs heritage and
recreational assets, addressing both Inuit and tourist needs. Information explaining natural
features, vegetation and wildlife should be provided to river tourists, emphasizing those which
were the basis for the Canadian Heritage Rivers System nomination, to enhance their enjoyment
and appreciation of the riverÊs watershed and to help ensure its protection.

•

Information on cultural features and values, particularly Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit and heritage,
should be provided for visitors and potential visitors. Related sites within the watershed should
be included in this interpretation where appropriate. Recognition of the site of the massacre of
Inuit at Bloody Falls, or the use of the English name „Coppermine‰, should balance marketing
and potential tourism with Inuit cultural integrity. Appropriate commemoration of the Inuit
massacred in 1771, and of the two priests killed in 1912, should be considered.

•

Cultural interpretive themes should also include European exploration, the HudsonÊs Bay Company,
and religious missions and these should be related to remaining buildings and sites in the hamlet.

•

The present role of the Kugluktuk Visitor and Heritage Centre should be maintained and present
operators encouraged to seek appropriate resources from existing Federal/ Territorial Funding
programs such as Community Initiatives and Northern Strategy, and future new sources such as
the Canadian Heritage Rivers System Inuit Impacts and Benefits Agreement. The Centre could
become a key contact point for disseminating Canadian Heritage Rivers System interpretive
and educational information related to the Coppermine River. The future involvement of the
Kugluktuk Hunters and Trappers Organization, the Governments of Nunavut and Canada, the
Kitikmeot Inuit Association, and Industry in the Centre should also be considered.

•

To facilitate recreational use of the river, improvements are needed in several areas, including
data collection, search and rescue capacity, access to Bloody Falls, and coordination of
registration and upstream access with the Government of Northwest Territories and outfitters.

•

Recreational and traditional use of the river by Inuit and residents of Kugluktuk should remain
unaffected by this plan except insofar as access to Bloody Falls may be improved and any
negative impacts on the riverÊs nomination features and values should be mitigated.

ACTIONS:
•

Funding will be sought from government and industry for the production of an enhanced
information package on the heritage and recreational features and values the Nunavut section of
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Coppermine River, with emphasis on the vulnerability of habitats and species and the Inuit and
European history associated with the river. This package will be made available locally and for
distribution to the interested public, potential visitors and schools.
•

The two tragedies associated with Bloody Falls, namely the 1771 massacre of Inuit and the
1912 killing of two priests, will be appropriately commemorated within the Territorial Park
once established.

Wildlife Officers Inspect Kugluk/Bloody Falls Territorial Park.
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•

The Inuit of Kugluktuk will be encouraged and assisted to produce their own information
package on watershed-, river- and community-related traditional knowledge reflecting Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit.

•

The Kugluktuk Visitor Centre will remain combined with the Heritage Centre and its operators
encouraged to seek resources from government, Nunavut Tourism, and industry to expand
artefact displays and to include facilities to cater to increased river tourism.

•

Opportunities to better coordinate visitor access and registration systems will be explored with
the Governments of Nunavut and the Northwest Territories and Kugluktuk Visitor and Heritage
Centre to collect information on visitor use patterns, and information for use in better planning
for recreational use of the river.
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•

Information will be made available to river tourists on safe travel, sustainable fishing, and
no-trace camping.

•

The study of carrying capacity will make particular reference to the Kugluktuk search and
rescue capability.

5.5 Promote Tourism and Development
Increased tourism on the Coppermine River is recognized here, and in the Community Economic
Development Plan, as a valuable potential contributor to the Kugluktuk economy. Tourism should
be broadly promoted as a major asset in increasing employment opportunities for Kugluktuk
residents, and to provide enjoyment to a greater range of Canadian and other visitors.

OBJECTIVES:
•

Using available programs and future sources, marketing and promotions of the river should be
increased through the Canadian Heritage Rivers System, Nunavut Parks, Nunavut Tourism,
and other marketing media. The river should be actively marketed to high end tourists, notably
sport fishers and sports hunters, and coordinated with other jurisdictions such as Northwest
Territories and Yukon.

•

The full range of events and attractions in the Kugluktuk area needs to be recognized and used
to retain visitors for longer stays. The 2005 Kugluktuk Community Economic Development
plan17 contains six short-term priorities for tourism development, including completion of
this Canadian Heritage Rivers System plan, and two long-term priorities. These priorities,
and updated versions of the plan, particularly in regard to personnel training and tourist
infrastructure, should be used as a reference in considering future tourism-related initiatives and
in promoting the river.

•

A tourism strategy should be developed which addresses key components such as sites of
special significance for wildlife observation, or of cultural interest, most notably Kugluk/
Bloody Falls Territorial Park. In this regard, optional means of improving access to the park,
for both residents and visitors, should be explored and the impact of visitor use on heavily used
sites monitored.

17

Hamlet of Kugluktuk Community Economic Development plan 2005. RT Associates. December 2005.
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ACTIONS:
•

A Coppermine River marketing strategy should be developed to reflect the Kugluktuk
Economic Development Plan and the CHRS Inuit Impact Benefit Agreement (IIBA) and
includes a list of the full range of attractions in the watershed and in the Kugluktuk vicinity. The
strategy should address the issues of:
•
•
•
•
•

Short length of stay of tourists in the community;
Kugluktuk-based means of transportation to the upper Coppermine;
Potential for inclusion of the upper Coppermine in the Canadian Heritage Rivers System;
Future search and rescue capacity in Kugluktuk;
Tourist infrastructure needs.

•

The initiation of a visitor registration system should be investigated in conjunction with the
development of Kugluk/Bloody Falls Park.

•

The Inuit of Kugluktuk will be encouraged and assisted to investigate the feasibility of an
integrated tourism package featuring the traditional ways of hunting, trapping and fishing
and, where feasible, using traditional equipment, for marketing as a cultural experience to
potential visitors.

•

Community and governments should explore options for access to Kugluk/Bloody Falls
Territorial Park, addressing the existing ATV trail and a possible road connection.

•

Increased inspections of tourist facilities operating in the Coppermine River management area
should be encouraged.

Morning on the Coppermine
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6. Plan Implementation
6.1 Recommended Management Actions and Plan Implementation
This plan is intended to foster stewardship and a higher duty of care in the watershed, while
protecting Inuit rights and aspirations and promoting economic opportunities for the people
of Kugluktuk. As such, the Coppermine River Management Plan is not intended to impede or
restrict development or any activities that will occur in the watershed - new ideas, demands and
opportunities for use and development in the watershed will and must continue to occur.
These actions provide guidance to river stakeholders on the management of the riverÊs rich heritage
and values; and were developed in keeping with the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement and Inuit and
Impact Benefit Agreement for Canadian Heritage Rivers in Nunavut.
Each recommended management action described earlier and in the table below identifies potential
implementation partners based on their existing mandates, legislation, programs, policies, programs
and authorities. Roles may change as mandates and programs change, and new partners may be identified.
Implementation of these actions will be pursued on a voluntary basis through the encouragement
of environmental stewardship. Once it is complete, the Inuit Impact and Benefit Agreement will
support implementation of the management plan and may assist in the development of river
management priorities.

6.2 Stakeholders Affected By The Designation
The numerous agencies and individuals who may be affected by the designation of the river to the
Canadian Heritage Rivers System are effectively stakeholders in this plan:
•

Residents of Kugluktuk. First and foremost, the Coppermine River is key to the life and
culture of residents of Kugluktuk. It provides not only their drinking water, but also a primary
source of food and access for hunting. The river is also the traditional economic generator of the
community, providing income to residents from fish and seals, access to trap-lines and to sporthunting and fishing cabins, and from river tourism.

•

Kitikmeot Inuit Association (KitIA). As the Designated Inuit Organization, the Kitikmeot
Inuit Association is the organization responsible for management of Inuit Owned land
throughout the Kitikmeot region. The Kitikmeot Inuit Association works in conjunction
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Management Actions and Plan Implementation
Actions

Issues/Objectives
Addressed

Existing Legislation and
Programs

Potential
Stakeholders

MAINTAIN WATER QUALITY AND FLOW
Coordinate monitoring
between governments,
government agencies and
industry

Inefficient use of existing
funds and programs

Improve timeliness of analysis
and reporting of monitoring
studies

Inadequate information
provided to community
Confusion over meaning
of results

Seek additional funds
to expand water quality
monitoring and establish
baseline levels

Expand monitoring
programs

Explore feasibility of
establishing water analysis
laboratory in Kugluktuk

Inadequate information
provided to community
Skilled employment
opportunities

Water analysis labs in Iqaluit and
Toronto

GN Environment, GN-CGS
Nunavut Development
Corp., Hamlet Council

Encourage and manage
voluntary observations and
reporting of incidents

Improve incident
reporting

Spill Contingency Planning and
Reporting Regulations

Kugluktuk HTO
GN-DoE

Work towards clean up of
contaminated exploration sites
in watershed

Reduce potential for
pollution incidents

Contaminated Sites Management
Policy
Can. Env. Protection Act

INAC (NAP), EC
GN-DoE

Investigate use of wind
power in community and at
exploration and development
sites

Remove need for hydro
development
Reduce dependency on
fuel oil

Federal Wind Power Production
Incentive Program

Industry Canada, GN,
Hamlet Council
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Canadian Environmental
Protection Act: water quality
monitoring programs.
Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act.
Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention
Act.
Canada Fisheries Act

INAC, EC, DFO
GN, GNWT, KitIA,
NIRB, NWB,
Mining industry.

Nunavut Waters and Nunavut
Surface Rights Tribunal.
Mine Licensing Agreements.
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Management Actions and Plan Implementation
Actions

Issues/Objectives
Addressed

Existing Legislation and
Programs

Potential
Stakeholders

CONSERVE NATURAL HERITAGE FEATURES AND VALUES
Seek assistance of private
sector in conserving natural
values

Increase available
resources to fulfil
Canadian Heritage Rivers
System objectives for
natural values

Nunavut Mineral Exploration and
Mining Strategy
Industry licenses and agreements
for exploration and development

GN-EDT, KitIA, NTI, INAC,
Industry (EMAB)

Formally establish Kugluk/
Bloody Falls Territorial Park

Ensure protection of
Bloody Falls area

Territorial Parks Act

GN-Parks, NTI, KitIA,
Kug HTO

Investigate possibility/
feasibility of expanding
Kugluk/Bloody Falls TP.

Protect habitats adjacent
to Bloody Falls area

Territorial Parks Act
Territorial Parks Systems Plan
NLCA

GN-Parks, NTI, KitIA,
Kug HTO

Discourage visitor access to
fragile sites and species

Educate visitors
Protect fragile sites

INAC Sustainable Development
Strategy

GN-DoE., CLEY, NWMB,
KitIA, Kug HTO, KVHC,

Prepare site plans for key
natural sites in Nunavut
watershed

Protect fragile sites
Prevent overuse of
popular sites

Territorial Parks Act
Territorial Parks Systems Plan

GN-DoE, EC-CWS, KitIA,
Kug HTO

Systematically collect information
on wildlife with particular
attention to numbers, locations,
and signs of disease.

Monitor health of wildlife
populations
Improve health and size
of wildlife populations

Nunavut Wildlife Act
Reindeer Regulations

GN-DoE, NWMB, KitIA,
Kug-HTO, Outfitters

Encourage voluntary reporting
of wildlife observations and
changes, including natural
landscape changes.
Promote no-trace camping
and responsible eco-tourism

NWMB, GN-DoE, KitIA,
Kug HTO, Industry,
Outfitters

Protect wilderness value
Educate visitors

Territorial Parks Act

GN-Parks, CHRS
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Management Actions and Plan Implementation
Actions

Issues/Objectives
Addressed

Undertake carrying capacity
study of river.

Protect popular sites
from overuse
Protect fish stocks

Approach GNWT to nominate
upper section of river to CHRS

Maintain natural integrity
of river
Increase visitor
enjoyment and safety

Existing Legislation and
Programs

Potential
Stakeholders
GN-Parks

CHRS
NWT Protected Areas Strategy

GN-Parks, GNWT, INAC,
CHRS Board

CONSERVE CULTURAL HERITAGE FEATURES AND VALUES
Seek industry assistance
to monitor, research and
conserve cultural artefacts,
sites and values

Increase available
resources to fulfil CHRS
objectives for cultural
values

Nunavut Mineral Exploration and
Mining Strategy
Industry licenses and agreements
for exploration and development

GN-EDT, DoE;
NTI, KitIA, IHT, CLEY INAC,
Industry

Encourage KVHC to seek
funds to expand operations

Conserve more cultural
artefacts
Protect Inuit artefacts
and values
Encourage/use IQ
Develop research/
conservation capacity
Identify key sites

Nunavut Community Initiatives
Northern Strategy

INAC, GN-Parks, ED&T;
IHT, KitIA, KVHC, Industry

Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit

GN-CLEY, KVHC, IHT,
Community elders

Archaeological and
Palaeontological Regulations

GN-CLEY, KVHC, IHT

Encourage donation and sale
of Inuit artefacts and oral
histories to KVHC
Make baseline photographic
record of sites/artefacts
Explore possible re-use of
HBC buildings

Enhance storage
facilities
Preserve historic
buildings

Hudson’s Bay Company Archives

Industry-Northwest
Company, GN-CGS,
Hamlet Council

Minimize visitor impact on
vulnerable cultural sites

Increase public
awareness
Protect cultural sites

Federal/Territorial Archaeological
and Palaeontological Regulations

GN-Parks, GN-CLEY,
KVHC

Monitor and legislate
protection of sites as needed

Protect cultural sites

Territorial Parks Act

GN-Parks, GN-CLEY,
Outfitters
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Management Actions and Plan Implementation
Actions

Issues/Objectives
Addressed

Existing Legislation and
Programs

Potential
Stakeholders

ENHANCE HERITAGE APPRECIATION AND RECREATION
Develop heritage interpretative
and recreational information
package
Appropriately commemorate
and interpret massacres at
Bloody Falls

Enhance visitor
appreciation and
enjoyment of river.
Enhance community
knowledge of river.
Increase global
awareness of river and
Inuit culture.

GN, CHRS, ENGO and Outfitter
Web sites
Nunavut School curricula

GN-Parks, GN-Ed., KVHC,
Kug HTO, Industry and
outfitters

Territorial Parks Act

GN-Parks, GN-CLEY

Encourage and assist Inuit
to develop IQ information
package

GN-CLEY, KitIA, GNIntergov. Affairs,
Community elders

Encourage KVHC to augment
heritage artefact displays and
information distribution

Nunavut Community Initiatives
Northern Strategy
CHRS IIBA

GN-CGS, GN-EDT, KVHC,
Industry

Distribute info to visitors
on safe travel and no-trace
camping

Enhance visitor safety
Help protect natural
integrity of river

Nunavut Parks Safe and
Sustainable Travel Advisory

GN-Parks

Seek opportunities to
coordinate access and
registration with GNWT

Collect visitor data
for river planning and
tourism promotion

CHRS

GN/GNWT

Undertake study of Search
and Rescue carrying capacity

Enhance safety of river
users

Federal Search and Rescue New
Initiatives Fund

GN-EDT, National SAR
Secretariat, RCMP, Kug
HTO, Private Sector
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Management Actions and Plan Implementation
Actions

Issues/Objectives
Addressed

Existing Legislation and
Programs

Potential
Stakeholders

PROMOTE TOURISM AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Develop river marketing
strategy

Increase visitor use of
river, esp. high spenders
Increase employment
opportunities in tourism
industry
Increase length of stay of
visitors to community
Reveal infrastructure needs

Kugluktuk Economic
Development Plan
Canadian Heritage Rivers System
IIBA

GN-Parks, GN-EDT,
Nunavut Tourism,
GN-CGS, Nunavut
Development
Corporation, Hamlet
Council, Kug HTO, KVHC,
Private Sector

Investigate registration system
in development of Kugluk/
Bloody Falls Park

Enhance visitor safety
Facilitate information
distribution to visitors

Territorial Parks Act

GN-Parks, KVHC, RCMP,
Kug HTO

Explore development of tour
packages based on traditional
Inuit hunting, trapping and
fishing

Increase Inuit
employment
opportunities

Explore options for improved
access to Kugluk/Bloody Falls
Park

Facilitate day tripping to
Kugluk/Bloody Falls
Improve accessibility of
hamlet to river tourists
Protect near-road
ecosystems

Increase inspections of tourist
sites

Monitor visitor use
Prevent overuse of
popular sites
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GN-EDT, Nunavut
Tourism, Community
Elders, KVHC, Private
Sector
Kugluktuk Economic
Development Plan

GN-EDT, GN-Parks, GNCGS, Kug HTO, Hamlet
Council

INAC, GN-EDT, KitIA, Kug
HTO, Outfitters
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with the people of Kugluktuk and Nunavut Tunngavik Inc., which is responsible for Inuit
cultural and economic interests and Inuit-owned lands in the watershed and throughout the
Territory. The Kitikmeot Inuit Association was represented on the Coppermine River Advisory
Committee for the development of this Management Plan.
•

Government of Nunavut. Nunavut Parks and Special Places Division of the Department
of Environment of the Government of Nunavut is the official government agency heading
the designation of the river to the Canadian Heritage Rivers System and represents Nunavut
on the Canadian Heritage Rivers Board. Through the Territorial Parks Act, Nunavut Parks
has established and maintains Kugluk/Bloody Falls Territorial Park near the mouth of the
Coppermine; and uses its legislation to identify and protect important areas of cultural and
natural heritage, in places communities would like to see protected.

•

Government of Canada. Through the Territorial Lands Act, Indian and Northern Affairs
Canada represents Federal government interests related to Crown lands in the north and has
responsibility for negotiating and renegotiating Canadian Heritage Rivers System Inuit Impact
and Benefit Agreements. Parks Canada is the lead federal agency in the Canadian Heritage
Rivers System. Other potential federal government stakeholders include the Department
of Fisheries and Oceans, the Coast Guard, Natural Resources Canada, the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police, Transport Canada, and Health Canada. Indian Northern Affairs Canada also
has the responsibility for negotiating and renegotiating Canadian Heritage Rivers System Inuit
Impacts and Benefits Agreement.

Elders and Youth Committee meeting
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•

Institutions of Public Government. A number of Institutions of Public Government,
established under the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement are affected in some way by the
designation including the Nunavut Planning Commission, the Nunavut Wildlife Management
Board, the Nunavut Impact Review Board and the Nunavut Water Board.

•

Private Sector. Private industry companies such as Diavik Diamond Mines Incorporated
and BHP Ekati Diamond Mines, which operate mines near the river headwaters, and various
companies engaged in mineral exploration in or near the watershed may also be affected.
Outside of the mining industry, private sector stakeholders include local business owners,
hunting and fishing guides, cabin operators, outfitters in Kugluktuk and outside the territory,
and non-government environmental agencies.

To achieve the vision described in this plan for the Coppermine River, it is necessary for government
and non-government agencies and individuals to work together with Kugluktuk residents towards
meeting the planÊs goals and objectives and undertaking the described actions. Within the framework
of existing legislation, policies and regulations of various levels of government and agencies, and in
order to continually involve private sector interests and the community of Kugluktuk, coordination
and leadership will be key components in the implementation of this plan.
Through public meetings at the nomination and Management Planning stages, residents of the
Hamlet of Kugluktuk have expressed considerable support for the designation of the river to the
Canadian Heritage Rivers System. To them, the river is their „water tank‰, and anything which
affects its purity, or the resources which it supports, is of critical concern.
While the people of Kugluktuk are the primary stakeholders and in essence, this plan is prepared on
their behalf, government and non-government agencies have the tools with which to take advantage
of the riverÊs designation. Some of these stakeholders are therefore implementing agencies and
signatories to this plan. Other stakeholder agencies may be supporters either through letters of
support or through future actions. Their potential roles are summarized below.

6.3 Potential Agency Roles
6.3.1 Kitikmeot Inuit Association
Under the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement, the Kitikmeot Inuit Association, as the Designated
Inuit Organization for Nunavut Tunngavik Incorporated is responsible for the management of all
Inuit-owned lands and acts as an advocate for Inuit interests in the Kitikmeot. The Kitikmeot Inuit
Association undertakes community economic development programs and administers surface
rights to Inuit Owned lands within the Kitikmeot region, including Inuit Owned Lands within the
Coppermine River watershed.
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Community information gathering

Article 17, Purposes of Inuit Owned Lands, in the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement, describes the
responsibility of the Kitikmeot Inuit Association as the chief steward of the Inuit-owned Lands18.
The key points of Article 17 are summarized below; the complete text is located in appendix A. The
Kitikmeot Inuit Association administers Inuit Owned Lands with the primary purpose of providing
Inuit with the right to use their lands to promote economic self-sufficiency according to Inuit social
and cultural needs and aspirations. Inuit Owned Lands have distinctive qualities of value to Inuit
which are closely related to the natural, cultural and recreational values of the Canadian Heritage
Rivers System program. The qualities the Kitikmeot Inuit Association is responsible for are:
•

Renewable resources values including: wildlife harvesting areas, biological productive lands
valued for conservation, areas of plant or animal productivity, areas of traditional use, areas for
recreational activity,

•

Non-renewable resources values: areas of mineral deposits, areas supporting industrial
development, e.g. mineral activity,

•

Areas of commercial value,

•

Areas of significant archaeological, historical or cultural value.

Inuit Owned Lands consist of lands with a mix of these values, which offer economic opportunities
of importance to communities and the region as a whole. These qualities and characteristics are
taken into consideration by Kitikmeot Inuit Association, as land managers, when evaluating the
economic opportunities of the lands within the Coppermine River Watershed.
18 The 1993 Nunavut Land Claims Agreement (NLCA ă Article 9) recognizes Heritage Rivers as Conservation Areas
and describes a number of obligations related to consultation, joint management and planning, and maintaining Inuit
rights to harvesting, carving stone, etc.
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6.3.2 Territorial Agencies
There are several departments within the Government of Nunavut which have significant roles in
the implementation of parts of this plan:
•

Department of Environment. Department of Environment is responsible for environment
stewardship to ensure a balanced approach to environmental and resource development.
Responsibilities include fisheries development, and wildlife management under the Nunavut
Wildlife Act, including enforcement through Conservation Officers and Hunters and Trappers
Associations. Local Hunters and Trappers Associations/Organizations play an active role in the
management of harvesting by their members and the conduct of wildlife studies.

Sandstone Cliffs

In addition, the Department of Environment establishes and manages Territorial Parks under the
Territorial Parks Act including Kugluk/Bloody Falls Territorial Park, where new trail development
is currently under way, and other special places. It also supported earlier development of the
Kugluktuk Visitor and Heritage Centre. The office for the Kitikmeot Regional Coordinator of Park
Planning and Operations is located in Kugluktuk.
The Department of Environment, through Nunavut Parks and Special Places, represents Nunavut on
the Canadian Heritage Rivers Board and is the lead Territorial agency for delivery of the Canadian
Heritage Rivers System program in Nunavut.
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•

Department of Economic Development and Transportation has an office Kugluktuk and
is responsible for tourism as well as community economic development and transportation.
It oversees an Arts and Crafts Strategy (Nunavut Arts and Crafts Association), is revising
the Tourism and Travel Act, and the Nunavut Mineral Exploration and Mining Strategy.
Through the „Strategic Initiatives Program‰ economic development agreement with the
Federal government, it may be in a position to provide for tourism infrastructure investment.
The Department of Economic Development and Transportation is responsible for tourism
development and delivery, through Nunavut Tourism.

•

Department of Culture, Language, Elders and Youth is responsible for the Nunavut
Archaeological and Palaeontological Regulations, and is a potential source of assistance in
promoting Inuit culture and heritage.

•

Department of Community Government Services is responsible for community support and
administration of Municipal CommissionerÊs Lands including community planning, mapping,
and land administration, including municipal roads and water.

•

Department of Education is responsible for developing appropriate curricula which could
include development of river-based education material.

Morning Mist Coppermine Mountains
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In addition:
•

Nunavut Development Corporation is a Crown corporation that could help finance, for example,
tourism infrastructure investment,

•

Nunavut Business Credit Corporation, another Crown corporation, could help in supporting
small scale tourist initiatives, and

•

Nunavut Tourism is involved in tourism development initiatives, working with the tourism
industry (outfitters, etc.) and related training and product development.

6.3.3
•

FEDERAL AGENCIES

Indian and Northern Affairs Canada19 is responsible for the Territorial Lands Act, governing
management of all Crown lands in Nunavut; and as such is the lead federal agency and plays
a coordinating role among other federal agencies in implementing this plan. An Indian and
Northern Affairs Canada representative sits on the Canadian Heritage Rivers Board and the
Department provides support to Hamlet residents in many areas including water quality
monitoring and infrastructure development and maintenance.
The Northern Affairs Program of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada offers program and
services supporting northern economic development and promoting sustainable development of
natural resources and northern communities. Of potential importance in implementing this plan,
programs address:

19
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•

Conservation. Indian and Northern Affairs Canada has developed its own Sustainable
Development Strategy and administers the Northern Information Network which holds a
wealth of geographic information about CanadaÊs three northern territories. The Department
oversees the reindeer regulations, which include measures to protect caribou herds in the
Coppermine watershed, and, with the Department of Culture Language Elders and Youth,
administers the Archeological Sites Regulations, and is an active participant in, and a
contributor to, the NWT Protected Area Strategy which includes the headwaters of the
Coppermine River watershed.

•

Contaminated sites. The Northern Affairs Program, with the Indian and Inuit Affairs
Program, developed the Contaminated Sites Management Policy. This policy provides
guidance for the management of contaminated sites located on reserve lands, on federal
lands north of the 60th parallel, and on any other lands under the custodial responsibility of
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada.

Formerly the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development (DIAND)
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•

•

•

•

Land and water. Water use and waste disposal into water are controlled through regulatory
processes established under the federal Nunavut Waters and Nunavut Surface Rights
Tribunal. Water use, and waste disposal in or near water, must be either licensed by water
licensing boards or authorized by regulation. The mandate of the water boards is to provide
for the conservation, development, and utilization of waters in a manner that will provide
the optimum benefit for all Canadians and for the residents of the Northwest Territories
and Nunavut in particular. Indian and Northern Affairs Canada has additional water
management responsibilities under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act and the
Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act which might be triggered by future development
proposals on the Coppermine River.
Mines and minerals. The Mineral Resources Directorate develops policies and legislation
to promote the sustainable development of mineral resources in Nunavut and assesses and
collects Crown royalties payable under the Canada Mining Regulations. It also participates
in environmental assessment of northern mining projects, mineral resource assessment, land
use planning, and promotes native participation in mining.
Environmental assessments. In the Nunavut region, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada
works closely with the Nunavut Impact Review Board to screen and review environmental
assessments.

Environment Canada. Legislation administered by Environment Canada concerning water
includes the 2002 Nunavut Waters and Nunavut Surface Rights Tribunal Act which establishes
the Nunavut Water Board (see below). It is notable that Part 1, subsection 8.2 states that on
Inuit owned lands, owners have „⁄ the right to have water flow through the land substantially
unaffected in quality, quantity and flow‰.
Environment Canada also administers the Canadian Environmental Protection Act which
allows for intervention in pollution incidents, to provide measures for prevention of incidents
and to clean up contaminated sites.

•

The Canadian Wildlife Service is also part of Environment Canada and can potentially play
a role in wildlife protection and monitoring studies. The closest study presently under way is
of eider ducks at Bathurst Inlet, but the Service also coordinates the Nunavut Bird Checklist
Survey which involves observations and reports from volunteers. The Wildlife Enforcement
Division enforces Federal wildlife legislation in cooperation with Government of Nunavut
Department of Environment wildlife officers and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
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•

•

•

Parks Canada Agency is the lead federal agency in the Canadian Heritage Rivers System and
provides funds for studies and plans, including the present Management Plan, but not for river
development or plan implementation. It can assist in developing and distributing promotional
and educational materials on the river.
Parks Canada also administers the Historic Sites and Monuments Act, under which Bloody Falls
was designated a National Historic Site in 198520. This designation does not imply Federal funding
for the Territorial Park, but does, however, present an opportunity to encourage enhanced
awareness, marketing, and promotion of the area as a National Historic Site and Territorial Park.
Environment Canada cooperates with the Department of Fisheries and Oceans in developing
and enforcing regulations under the Fisheries Act. This act requires that fish habitat and stock
be maintained and reparations made where actions damage either habitat or stocks. It does not,
however, normally monitor freshwater fish stocks such as the Arctic Char of the Coppermine River.
Under the Navigable Waters Protection Act the Department of Transportation may have a
role to play in the event of proposals to impound or otherwise influence flow on the mainstream
or tributaries of the Coppermine.

6.3.4 Institutions Of Public Government
Institutions of Public Government were established under the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement
to operate at armÊs length from government and other parties and are part of a larger management
regime. Institutions of Public Government that may be significant in plan implementation include:
the Nunavut Impact Review Board, the Nunavut Planning Commission, and the Nunavut Wildlife
Management Board.
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•

While the Nunavut Minister of Environment has the ultimate responsibility for conservation and
management of wildlife and game species, it is based on a co-management approach through
the Nunavut Wildlife Management Board. Under the Nunavut Land Claim Agreement, the
Nunavut Management Board is the main instrument of wildlife management in Nunavut and the
official regulator of access to wildlife. The Nunavut Wildlife Management Board represents a
unified approach to wildlife management, whereby the perspectives and knowledge of resourceusers, managers and scientists are integrated into the decision making process.

•

The Nunavut Planning Commission was also established under the Nunavut Land Claims
Agreement and is responsible for land use planning, including water wildlife and offshore
areas, and various aspects of environmental reporting and management. The Nunavut Planning

20

For its long-standing use by ancestors of the Inuit and Dene as a fishing, hunting and gathering place with spiritual
associations, rather than for the 1771 massacre.
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Commission develops plans, policies and objectives to guide resource use and development,
with an emphasis on protecting and promoting the existing and future well-being of the
residents and communities of the Nunavut Settlement Area. Canadian Heritage Rivers should be
included in land use planning documents, recognizing their potential for river touring, wildlife
viewing, fishing, and protection of natural and cultural heritage values. In 2005, the Nunavut
Planning Commission distributed a draft West Kitikmeot Land Use Plan for comments. This
draft plan identifies the Coppermine River as having potential for river touring, wildlife viewing
and fishing. It identifies Kugluktuk as a potential destination for cruise ships, supports the
completion of Kugluk/Bloody Falls Territorial Park, the ATV trail to the Park, and measures for
the protection of the Bluenose caribou herd.
•

The Nunavut Impact Review Board established in 1996 as an Institution of Public
Government responsible for the environmental assessment of projects in the Nunavut
Settlement Area as described in Article 12 of the NLCA. The Board screens all proposals which
may impact Inuit interests in Nunavut including exploration permits and water and wildlife
uses, and is empowered to refuse to issue permits for projects where negative impacts are
foreseen.

•

The Nunavut Water Board was created pursuant to Article 13 of the Nunavut Land Claims
Agreement, but came into existence in 1996. It has responsibilities and powers over the use,
management and regulation of inland water in Nunavut for the conservation and use of waters
in Nunavut to provide the optimum benefits for the residents of Nunavut.

Islands in the Coppermine River
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6.3.5 Private Sector Agencies
Private stakeholder agencies have a potentially major role to play in implementing this plan,
especially the mining industry. However, their participation is necessarily voluntary and dependent
on their willingness to provide resources and support in ways which reflect their own needs and
responsibilities as well as being good corporate citizens.
•

Tourism Industry. In Nunavut and the Northwest Territories stakeholders include tourism
outfitters which provide hunting, fishing, canoeing and rafting guides who operate on the
Coppermine. In addition there are small charter and aircraft companies which fly into
watershed lakes and headwaters carrying tourists and industry employees. Located primarily
in Yellowknife, these individuals and companies must be licensed to operate in Nunavut.
They may have a voluntary role to play in implementing parts of the plan which affect their
livelihood.

•

Non-Government Organizations. Further afield, in the rest of Canada, are stakeholders with
indirect connections to the Coppermine. These may include non-government organizations such
as the World Wildlife Fund and the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society. Also potentially
concerned are individuals such as past residents and visitors who, like the Non-Government
Organizations, could be advocates for the implementation of the plan.

•

Mining Industry. The mining industry is represented by a number of operational or exploration
companies in the watershed. In addition to adhering to specific laws, agreements and regulations
these companies can act as good corporate citizens by supporting the goals and objectives of the
plan and helping to implement some of its actions.
Many of their activities are pursued on tributaries within the Coppermine watershed,
particularly the Kendall River and Melville Creek, and on the surrounding tundra. Here there is
also considerable exploration activity, notably for uranium, base metals and diamonds, which
holds both the potential of major economic benefit as well as the possible disturbance of the
riverÊs wilderness values and water quality.
•
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Diavik Diamond Mines Inc. Primary among mining companies is the Diavik Diamond
mining company which operates open pits behind dykes constructed in the headwater lake
Lac de Gras, Northwest Territories. Diavik has concluded a Participation Agreement with
the Kitikmeot Inuit Association and about one third of the 750 employees are aboriginal,
many from Kugluktuk. As part of its licensing agreement to operate Diavik participates
in an Environmental Monitoring Advisory Board and provides funding for Environmental
Monitoring and Programs which includes regular water sampling and analysis in the mine
vicinity.
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•

Ekati Diamond Mine. Also operating near Lac de Gras is the Ekati Mine, 80% owned
by BHP Billiton Ltd. and producing 4% of the worldÊs diamonds. Throughout the
various operational stages of the mine as many as 24 Kugluktuk residents have had fulltime employment at any given period. At least 17 Kugluktuk residents are employed
in the production and processing of kimberlite. BHP Billiton has a public Independent
Environmental Monitoring Agency that produces an annual report on environmental
activities related to the mine.

•

Adjacent Mining Operations. Two other mines operate in the vicinity of the Coppermine
River - the Lupin gold mine and the Jericho diamond mine, the latter being the first of its
type in Nunavut. They are located in the headwaters of the Burnside River and so present
no direct threat to the waters of the Coppermine River although road construction may.

•

Exploration Companies. Within the watershed, Zinifex is at the „active/verified‰ stage in
exploring at their Izok Lake and Gondor properties which border on Itchen Lake, a major
feeder lake for the Coppermine, as well as at the nearby Hood property which also drains
directly into the Coppermine. Just to the north of the watershed, on the Hackett River,
Sabina Silver Corporation is beginning the feasibility stage for a major zinc, silver, copper,
lead and gold mine.
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Appendix A – Heritage River Values
Coppermine River Natural Heritage Values
Hydrology
Drainage basin
• Arctic Ocean Drainage Basin, stream order #1. Unique to Canadian Heritage Rivers
• Kendall River, Melville Creek, stream order #2.
Seasonal Flow Variation
• July peak flow, winter very low flow
Water Content
• Clear headwater changes to heavy sediment load at Fairy Lake
River Size
• Coppermine River, large river, 850km in total (450 km to be designated)
• Kendall River, Melville Creek, small rivers under 500 km

Physiography
Physiographic Region
• Canadian Shield ă Kazan Region - Bear Structural Province
Geological Processes
• Red sandstone, dolomite siltstone, shale. Sedimentary layering and folding visible in lower
reaches at e.g. Sandstone Rapids, Rocky Defile
• Glacial scouring- Escape Rapids, Bloody Falls
• Glacial rebound at mouth
• Glacial melting ă till and eskers various locations along shore
• Glacial lake terraces and marine deposit, Copper and September Mountains
Hydrogeology
• Upper reaches - Granitic gneisses bedrock overlain by sand and clay
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Topography
• Moderate overall gradient under 400m

River Morphology
Valley Types

•

Rounded interfluves, narrow floodplain

Channel Patterns
• Broad upper channel with feeder lakes
• Estuarine lower channel
Channel Profile
• Riffles, prolonged rapids at many locations along river
• Chutes at gorges e.g. Bloody Falls

Fluvial Landforms
•
•
•
•
•

Deltaic formation at mouth and outwash fans at upstream tributaries
Braided channel, bars below Sandstone and Escape Rapids
Slumping of clay banks ă below Bloody Falls
Terraces ă Bloody Falls
Gorges – Rocky Defile, Escape Rapids, Sandstone Rapids, Bloody Falls

Biotic Environments
•
•
•
•
•

Middle riverine and intertidal zones
Marshes between Fairy Lake and Big Bend
Southern Arctic ecosystem
Taiga Shield and tundra
Extension of northern boreal forest to Escape Rapids
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Vegetation
Significant Plant Communities
• Old tree specimens ă large relative to location
• Extension of tree line to Escape Rapids
• Low Arctic Tundra

Fauna
Significant Animal Populations
• Major Arctic Char population
• Diverse fish species (21 incl. grayling, trout, whitefish)
• 3 caribou herds migrate through watershed
• Muskox at southern limit of range
• Moose, grizzly bear at northern range limit
• Wolverine
• Gyrfalcon, peregrine falcon, golden eagle, rough-legged hawk
Rare Animal Species
• Peregrine falcon, short-eared owl ă COSEWIC status ă special concern.
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Coppermine River Cultural Heritage Values
Resource Harvesting
Fishing
• Aboriginal prehistoric fishing ă tent rings, archaeological sites
• Historic domestic fishing ă Char and other species
Shoreline Harvesting
• Trapping of wolverine, wolf, fox, squirrel
• Hunting grizzly bear, caribou, muskox, moose, waterfowl
• Prehistoric/historic copper mining
Water Extraction
• Water extraction at Kugluktuk community
Water Transport
Commercial Transportation
• Inuit/Dene prehistoric trade using river valley
• Inuit traditional camps
Exploration and Surveying
• Exploration by Hearn, Franklin, Ross, Richardson, Back, Rae, Dease
• Surveying by explorers ă Jenness, Stefansson

Riparian Settlement
Siting of Dwellings
• Shoreline cabins below Bloody Falls
River-based Community
• HudsonÊs Bay Co. buildings in hamlet of Kugluktuk
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Culture and Recreation
Spiritual Associations
• Sacred and spiritual sites - Bloody Falls archaeological sites, massacre site, Inuksuit,
• Burial ground on east bank at Kugluktuk
Cultural Associations
• Kugluktuk Heritage Centre
• Bloody Falls National Historic Site
• Diamond Jenness, anthropologist wrote „The Life of the Copper Eskimos‰

Jurisdictional Use
Conflict and Military Associations
• Internecine conflict ă Bloody Falls massacre
Boundaries
• Cultural boundary between Inuit and North Dene - NWT/Nunavut border -
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Coppermine River Recreational Values
Boating
•
•
•

Outstanding whitewater (Class II to IV) canoeing, kayaking and rafting
Extended canoe and raft tripping from headwaters
Day tripping to Bloody Falls

Natural Heritage Appreciation
•
•
•

Viewing of riverside physiographic and geological features
Wildlife viewing ă muskox, caribou, moose, grizzly bear
Birding ă raptors and migratory birds

Water-based Activities
•
•
•

Shoreline angling for Arctic char, trout and many other species Bloody Falls, Melville Creek,
upstream lakes
Fly-in fishing camps
Salt water swimming – Coronation Gulf

Human Heritage Appreciation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bloody Falls National Historic site
Kugluktuk Heritage Centre
Pre-Dorset, Dorset, Thule and Athabaskan campsites, tent rings and ancient fishing sites
Places named by European explorers
Spiritual sites – burial ground, Inuksuit
Copper artefacts

Land-based Activities
•
•
•
•
•

Camping on sandbars and beaches
Hiking at portages and tributaries
ATV and snowmobile trails to Kugluk Territorial Park and beyond
Sport hunting for bear, wolf, moose, muskox, waterfowl.
Kugluk Park picnicking
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Appendix B – Coppermine River Canadian Heritage
Rivers Annual Report Checklist
Listed below are values for which the Coppermine River, Nunavut was nominated to the Canadian
Heritage Rivers System, and activities which might affect those values. For each value:
1. Check off those values which have experienced change (natural or human induced) and
potentially important activities which have occurred in the past year (April 1 to March 31).
2. Briefly describe the change
3. Briefly describe the impact on the river values
CHANGES IN CONDITIONS OF RIVER VALUES
Value/Activity
NATURAL HERITAGE VALUES:

Habitat alteration
Wildlife
Physiographic features
Other natural features
HUMAN HERITAGE VALUES:

Historic sites
Prehistoric sites
Archaeological sites
Commemorative sites
RECREATIONAL VALUES:

Water-based activities
Land-based activities
RESOURCE INTEGRITY:

Water quality for recreation
Water quality for aquatic life
Water quantity
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Change?

Description Of Change

Impact On River Value
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PROGRAM ACTIVITIES POTENTIALLY AFFECTING RIVER VALUES
Value/Activity

Change?

Description Of Change

Impact On River Value

PLANNING:

Management planning
Site or area plans
Operational plans
Land use plans
Consultation/public meetings
Boundary changes
OPERATIONS:

Resource conservation actions
Facility developments
Permit approvals
Access changes
Cooperation/volunteer groups
Environmental assessments
RESEARCH:

Visitor use research
Natural resource research
Historical/archaeological
EXTERNAL ACTIVITIES POTENTIALLY AFFECTING RIVER VALUES
Value/Activity

Change?

Description Of Change

Impact On River Value

Mineral prospecting
Mineral development
Oil and gas exploration
Oil and gas development
Streamflow alteration/threats
Local activities
Non-government organizations
Other external activities
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MANAGEMENT PLAN ACTIONS TAKEN
Objective
Maintain Water Quality and
Water Flow
Conserve Natural Heritage
Features and Values
Conserve Cultural Heritage
Features and Values
Enhance Heritage Appreciation
and Recreation
Promote Tourism and Economic
Development
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Change?

Description Of Action(s)

Impact On River Value
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Appendix C – Letters of Support
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Appendix D List of Acronyms
Federal Agencies:
INAC (NAP)
EC (CWS)
DFO
RCMP

Indian and Northern Affairs (Northern Affairs Program)
Environment Canada (Canadian Wildlife Service)
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Royal Canadian Mounted Police

Territorial Agencies:
GN-Parks
Gov. of Nunavut, Department of Environment, Parks and Special Places
GN-EDT
Gov. of Nunavut, Department of Economic Development and Transportation
GN-Tourism
Gov. of Nunavut, Department of EDT, Nunavut Tourism
GN-CGS
Gov. of Nunavut, Department of Community and Government Services
GN-CLEY
Gov. of Nunavut, Department of Culture, Language, Elders and Youth
Institutions of Public Government and Other Agencies:
NTI
Nunavut Tunngavik Inc.
KitIA
Kitikmeot Inuit Association
NWMB
Nunavut Wildlife Management Board
IHT
Inuit Heritage Trust
Kug. HTO
Kugluktuk Hunters and Trappers Organization
KVHC
Kugluktuk Visitor and Heritage Centre
EMAB
Environmental Management and Advisory Board
IIBA
Inuit Impact and Benefit Agreement
CHRS
Canadian Heritage Rivers System
CHRB
Canadian Heritage Rivers Board
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